
Review of Classified Docrnnents 

Amendment to H.R. 12471 


That Section 2(a) of H.R. 12471 be amend.ed by adding 
at the end of proposed paragraph (1) contain therein 
the following: 

"Provided: That for matters described in 

(A), above, a court has jurisdiet.ion to 

enjoin the agency from withholding agency 

records and to order the production of any 

agency records to the complainant unless 

it finds that there is a reasonable basis 

to support the classification pursuant to 

such Executive order. The court lnay examine 

such records in camera only if it is neces

sary, after consideration by the court of 

all other attendant material, in order to 

determine whether such classification is 

proper. II 
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Review of Classified Documents 

This amendment would, as did the provisions it replaces, 
permit a court to review documents classified by agencies 
in the interest of national defense or foreign policy 
and to insure the reasonableness of that classification. 
However, the proposed language would permit a court to 
review the document itself and to disclose the document 
only if there is no reasonable basis to support the 
classification. This amenlli~ent removes an unconstitu
tional arrangement in H.R. 12471 a~ vetoed whereby a 
highly sensitive document pertaining to our national 
defense would have to be disclosed even if the classifi 
cation were reasonable. The new language simply provides 
that after a review of all the evidence pertaining to a 
classified docmuent, including the document itself if 
necessary, the document may be disclosed unless there is 
a reasonable basis for the classification by the agency. 
The burden of proof remains upon the agency to sustain . 
the reasonableness of the classification. 
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Time Limits and Costs 

Amendment to H.R. 12471 


That Section l(c) of H.R. 12471 be amended by: 

a. Substituting the word "thirtyll for the word "ten" 
appearing in proposed paragraph (6) (A) (i) contained 
therein; and deleting the second sentence of proposed 
paragraph (6) (B), and substituting therefor the 
following sentence: 

"No such notices shall specify dates that 

would result in extensions with respect to 

a single request for more than fifteen 

working days." 

b. Redesignating proposed paragraph (6) (C), paragraph 
(6) (D), and inserting as new paragraph (6) (Cl the 
following: 

"(C) If the agency finds at any time before 

the filing of suit under subparagraph 552(a) 

(4) (E) above that the periods set forth in 

subparagraph (A) above and any extension 

available under subparagraph (B) above are 
- _. 

insufficient, it may petition the United 

States District Court in the District of 

Columbia for such further extension or 

extensions as may be needed, setti~g forth 

with particularity the reasons therefor 

and with appropriate notification to the 

person making the request. The court shall 

grant such further extension or extensions 
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as are appropriate if it is persuaded that 

the agency has proceeded with due diligence 

in responding to the request and requires 

additional time in order to make its deter~ 

minations properly." 

That Section l(b) (2) of H.R. 12471 be amended by deleting 
t~e period at the end of the second sentence of proposed 
paragraph (4) (A) contained therein and adding the fol
lowing: 

", except that the reasonable cost of reviewing 

and examining records may be charged where such 

cost is in excess of $100 for any request or 

related series of requests." 
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Time Limits and Costs 

As vetoed, H.R. 12471 provides that following a request 

for documents an agency must determine whether to furnish 

the documents within ten days, and following an appeal 

from a determination to withhold documents, the agency 

is afforded twenty days to decide the appeal. In unusual 

circumstances an agency may obtain an additional ten days 

for either determination. 


Time limits on agency action with regard to requested 
documents are important additions to the public's right 
to know of the operations of its GovenL~ent, and several 
a 0 encies have already voluntarily adopted time limits for 
their responses. Experience with these time limits 
indicates that the restrictions in H.R. 12471 are imprac
ticable. Because of the large number of documents often 
requested, their decentralized locatio~ and the importance 
of other agency business it would ofte~ be impossible to 
comply with requests in the, time allotted. 

This amendment would provide thirty daws for the initial 
determination and would provide an additional fifteen 
days in unusual circumstances. Furthe~ore, in exceptional 
circumstances, the agency would be authorized to seek 
additional time from a court if it could demonstrate due 

. diligence in responding to a request. For particularly 
burdensome requests, an agency would also be permitted to 
charge for the cost of reviewing requested documents if 
such cost exceeded $100 for each request or each series of 
related re~uests. This provision would help to defray 
those unusual expenses in responding to requests for 
documents at a time when we are seekin~ to limit our 
Governmental expenditures. Furthermore-, the additional 
time afforded agencies in responding tn. requests will 
lead to more responsive determinations and more efficient 
use of agency personnel and resources, while still pro
viding for prompt agency response to r.eguested documents. 
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Investigatory Records 
Amendment to H.R. 12471 

That Section 2(b) of H.R. 12471 be illuended by adding 
after the word "that" in the second line of proposed 
paragraph (7) the phrase "there is a substantial pos
sibility that"; by deleting the word "criminal" in 
the seventh line of proposed paragraph (7); and by 
adding at the end of that proposed paragraph the fol
lowing sentence~ 

"Provided: 'l'hat where the agency head, after 


considering the results of a preliminary 


examination of the files involved in the 


request, personally finds, in light of (I) 


-the number of documents covered by the 


request, (2) the proportion of such dccu

ments which consist of reports by Federal 


or State investigative agents or from con

fidential sources, and (3) the availability 


~ of personnel of the type needed to make the 
( 

required review and examination, that appli 

cation of the foregoing tests on a record

by-record basis would be impracticable, the 


agency may apply such tests to the investi 


gatory file as a whole or to reasonably 


segregable portions thereof; except that this 


provision shall not be app~ied to files which 

,. 
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the agency has reason to believe contain 

records which are not investigatory records 

compiled for law enforcement purposes, nor 

shall it protect from dis~losure any records 

which, as a result of the preliminary exami

nation or for any other reason, do not require 

further significant review or examination." 
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Investigatory Records 

The first portion of this revision is intended to render 
more realistic the showing of harmful effect which the 
Government would have to make in order to sustain the 
withholding of investigatory records. It is simply not 
possible in most cases to establish that release "would" 
cause particular harm of the type described. But when 
what is involved is harm so enormous as depriving a 
defendant of the right to a fair trial, invading personal 
privacy, compromising our law enforcement operations, and 
endangering the life or physical safety of law enforcement 
personnel, existence of a substantial possibility that 
tt? harmful effect will ensue ought to be adequate reason 
for withholding the document. 

The second portion broadens the bill's protection of con
fidential information provided to a criminal law enforce
ment agency to such information provided to an agency 
with civil law enforcement functions. There are several 
agencies that perform important civil 10.'.\1 enforcement 
functions, and often civil law enforcement investiga~ions 
directly lead to criminal investigations. In these 
instances it is essential that confidential information 
furnished only by a confidential source be protected 
from premature disclosure. 

In the past, all records contained in investigatory files 
compiled for law enforcement purposes have been exempt 
from disclosure under the Freedom of Information Act. 
Although such a categorical exemption is too broad, 
Congress originally adopted that provision in 1966 because 
of special characteristics of these files which the pre
sent bill entirely disregards. First, improper release 
of the information they contain can be exceptionally 
harmful, and thus particularly careful screening is 
required; second, many of these files are of enormous 
size; and finally, the proportion of nonreleasable infor
mation they contain is typically much higher than that 
cont:ained in other Government files. Tlhe combination of 
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these factors makes it impracticable in some situations 
to devote the efforts of our lavl enforce.ment personnel 
to a paragraph-by-paragraph screening of these files. 
This is so whether or not the time which these personnel 
take from law enforcement duties is paid for by the person 
making the request. Hhile this consideration does not 
justify the categorical exception of all investigatory 
files, it cannot be entirely ignored. The amendment will 
enable the agency head himself to make a case-by-case 
finding of impracticability, on the basis of specific 
fac~ors which can be reviewed by the courts. This 
resolutioD is both reasonable and not. subj ecJc to uncon
trolled application by t.he Executive branch. The last 
clause of the sentence also prE:vent.s thi.s linlit.ed "invest.i 
gatory files" exemption from being abused so as to protect 
records which are not investigatory records or which t.he 
agency knows do not qualify for any specific exemption 
from disclosure. 
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